Distal contractile to impedance integral ratio assist the diagnosis of pediatric ineffective esophageal motility disorder.
We investigated the diagnostic utility of distal contractile integral (DCI) to esophageal impedance integral (EII) ratio (DCIIR) in high-resolution impedance manometry (HRIM) of ineffective esophageal motility (IEM) in children. We performed HRIM in 31 children with dysphagia, odynophagia, chronic vomiting, chest pain, or heartburn sensation. Based on the Chicago classification version 3.0, 20 subjects were diagnosed with IEM, and 11 subjects were normal. We analyzed the EII and DCIIR using MATLAB software. The DCIIR calculated at the impedance cutoff at 1500 Ω (DCIIR1500) were significantly lower in IEM group than patients with normal motility (P = 0.007). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis showed that a DCIIR1500 < 0.009 mmHg/Ω best predicted IEM in children (P < 0.001). A DCIIR1500 < 0.008 mmHg/Ω is associated with significant body weight loss > 10% within 6 months in children. (P < 0.001). The calculation of DCIIR1500 may assist the automatic analysis of bolus transit in HRIM study to diagnose IEM in children. An DCIIR1500 < 0.009 mmHg/Ω may assist in the diagnosis of IEM in children, and DCIIR1500 < 0.008 mmHg/Ω correlated with significant body weight loss. The calculation of DCIIR may serve as possible parameters for HRIM.